2011 IRVA Conference Proposal
Melvin L Morse MD
The Paul H Smith PhD Best Student Contest
Presentation Goal: Who can legitimately claim to be Paul H Smith PhD's best student?
Although Dr. Morse is generally acknowledged to be Paul H Smith PhD's best student ever (1),
some doubt remains. Dr. Morse is not in fact featured prominently on Dr. Smith's website, nor
are his efforts included among Dr. Smith's ..examples of student work.
THE REMOTE VIEWING CONTEST
1. Drill Sergeant Monitor Remote Viewing: Contestants would have, as monitors, actually Drill
Sergeants from Fort Meade, for their sessions. They would have to view under conditions of
spittle flying in their face while they are ordered to "drop and give me sensories, you maggot!" at
80 decibels.
2. Sensory Overload Remote Viewing: Anyone can screen out left brain distractions. But while
in the sensory stream of consciousness, how will viewers do at screening out sensory overload?
Monitors will be professional strippers from Los Vegas, picked according to sex and sexual
preferences of the viewer. Viewers will have to eat Godiva chocolate, French snails, wear
exotic perfumes, view in a room of hissing snakes, and be rubbed down with sandpaper while
their toenails are pulled out.
3. The Stephan Schwartz "I hate CRV" Remote Viewing Contest: Students of Paul H Smith
should be able to master all the remote viewing disciplines. Contestants will be driven to the
middle of the desert surrounding Los Vegas. A professional baseball player will throw the keys
to their car into the brush. Viewers will not be permitted to search for their keys. They will have
to "clear their minds" and simply know where their car keys are, and instruct their monitors
exactly where to look for them. Monitors will have to walk directly to the site, and return.
4. Left Brain Distraction Remote Viewing: Distracting the left brain so raw information from the
signal line can come through is an important skill for CRV. Contestants will read Dr. Smith's
PhD thesis during the viewing. They will then write their own defense of his PhD thesis, which
will be judged and graded by Dr. Smith's advisor. Winner must both nail their target AND get
the highest grade on their defense of Dr. Smith's PhD thesis.
5. The Grand Finale: The Frontloading Viewing Contest: During the Outbounder Exercise,
Contestants will be on the stage also participating. However, prior to and during their viewings,
the audience will front load them by shouting hints and giving them their own suggestions and
tips. Audience members will throw rotten fruit at them, left over from previous days sumptuous
buffets. Automatic weapons will be permitted as the audience places side bets and seeks to
access the world of infinite possibilities and influence the future through mental and physical
means. Contestants will be permitted bodyguards as monitors who can shoot back.
Winner will get a T shirt and Hat saying "I am Paul H Smith's Best Student and You're Not"

